Whitetail Aging Guide
Age Deer
On The Hoof!
Learn the body
characteristics of bucks
from 1.5 to 4.5+ years old

Plus: Food Plot 101
• Learn how to measure square footage of food plots
• How and why to take soil samples
• Selecting the perfect seed blend

IN COOPERATION WITH

Whitetail Deer Management is the practice of enhancing your deer
herd, habitat, and hunting. Herd management is accomplished by
maintaining proper buck to doe ratios and to keep the herd at or
below the carrying capacity of the habitat. Habitat management
ensures you have proper habitat, which includes cover, food and
water. Hunting is used as a tool to harvest the prescribed number
of deer on a specific property and to help balance the buck to doe
ratio. By reducing hunting pressure, managing your deer herd and
enhancing habitat you will produce healthier does and fawns and
increase the average antler size of bucks on your property.
Deer aging is an important tool in managing your herd. It helps us
understand the age structure of deer on our property.
Deer aging has two primary methods:
• Live Aging: Observing body characteristics of bucks in the field to
determine approximate age. The goal is to let young bucks
grow while only harvesting mature bucks.
• Jawbone Aging: After harvest, the lower jawbone is pulled from
deer to accurately age the individual animal. This data is recorded
for age structure and herd health.
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1.5 Years Old

The whitetail bucks pictured here are 1.5 years old. Notice the small,
narrow head, skinny neck, long legs and small front-shoulder area.
It’s common for these young bucks to have spike antlers or small
forked racks with short, thin tines.
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1
Third premolar has
THREE cusps

17 Months

Sixth tooth is in,
although still not
quite fully erupted

Temporary Premolars
or “milk teeth”

Permanent Molars

Permanent teeth
pushing into view
Temporary teeth gone;
permanent teeth
emerging

“Crests” on the
tongue side of
sixth tooth are
lightly worn (no dark
dentine showing)

Permanent Premolars
3

2

Third premolar now has
only TWO cusps
“Crests” on the tongue side
of third tooth are lightly worn
(no dark dentine showing)

1

20 Months

Permanent premolars are in,
but are noticably less stained than
older teeth

2.5 Years Old

A 2.5-year-old buck has a lean, muscular build, much like an athlete
would. While some 2.5 year olds can have impressive racks, most
will have short main beams and thin antler tines. Both the stomach
and back will be flat, but the shoulder and brisket area will show
signs of filling in more than a 1.5 year old.
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2.5 Years Old
Permanent Molars
6

5

Permanent Premolars
4

3

First Molar: Exposed dentine
(dark) is equal to or narrower
than one side of the
surrounding enamel (white)

Second Molar: Exposed dentine is
still equal to or narrower than
one side of the surrounding
enamel. Deer is still middle-aged.

2

Remember: this tooth has only TWO
cusps in adults. Fawns and most
yearlings have a temporary 3-cusped
pre-molar in the third position.

On this deer, the dentine on the
first molar is now wider than the
surrounding enamel.
Skip to the second molar.

3.5 Years Old
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1

3.5 Years Old

A 3.5-year-old buck has a more block-shaped head and is probably
sporting some nice antlers by now. The main beams will extend out
farther than a 2.5 year old and the neck and shoulders appear much
more muscular and proportioned with the hindquarter section of
the buck.
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However, you’ll notice the lack of belly and back sag and the neck
doesn’t quite blend into the bottom of the chest like a more mature
buck would.

2.5 Years Old
Permanent Molars
6

5

Permanent Premolars
4

3

First Molar: Exposed dentine
(dark) is equal to or narrower
than one side of the
surrounding enamel (white)

Second Molar: Exposed dentine is
still equal to or narrower than
one side of the surrounding
enamel. Deer is still middle-aged.

2

Remember: this tooth has only TWO
cusps in adults. Fawns and most
yearlings have a temporary 3-cusped
pre-molar in the third position.

On this deer, the dentine on the
first molar is now wider than the
surrounding enamel.
Skip to the second molar.

3.5 Years Old
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1

4.5 Years Old

A 4.5-year-old buck’s skeletal system is fully developed, which means
that its body can now dedicate more nutrients to antler growth. That’s
why deer that are 4.5 or older are called mature and tend to show good
mass in their antlers and long main beams. At this age, the buck is
expressing close to 90 percent of its antler potential.
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Notice how the neck blends seamlessly into the chest as if one
straight line. You also see that he has a sagging belly and there is
a sway in the back with a hump above the shoulders. Mature bucks
also appear to have short legs as their bodies are much more filled
out. Bucks older than 4.5 will also show signs of loose skin under
the jaw.
6

5

Permanent Premolars
4

3

2

1

5.5 Years

Second and Third Molars: Exposed dentine is wider than enamel on
second molar but still equal to or narrower than enamel on third molar. In later stages of maturity, wear becomes
Deer is old enough to be placed in “mature” category.
more and more apparent. Dentine exposure
is significant. Teeth become flatter,
smoother and “dished”.

4.5 Years

Permanent Molars
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Food
Plots

Food Plot 101
Food plots are an important piece of the deer-management puzzle. They provide
valuable nutrition to the deer in your area and when done correctly will draw and hold
deer on your property. Many hunters think of food plots as an attractant to draw deer
out for hunting purposes – and they do a great job of that – however, other plots are
designed solely to provide valuable nutrition to deer at specific times of year when
they need it most.
The best way to approach food plots is from a farmer’s perspective. A farmer is
interested in maximizing his yield and the land manager should do the same. When
done right, not only will a food plot be more attractive to deer, but it will be able
to keep producing an abundant crop under the heavy browsing pressure and it will
provide the animal with the highest nutrition level possible. This helps maintain a
healthy herd and gives bucks the nutrients to help grow antlers.
This section will detail how to collect soil samples for analysis, which is the only way
to know what your soil is deprived of and how much fertilizer and lime you’ll need
to correct it. We’ll also look at the different warm and cool-season seed varieties and
give you simple equations for measuring the square footage of a plot regardless of
its shape or size.

For more information on
food plots, please visit us at
www.moultriefeeders.com
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Walk food plots in a zig-zag pattern, collecting soil samples along the way.
This will help ensure you’ve gathered samples from the outside to the inside of the plot.

How To Collect Soil Samples

1. Taking a soil sample. A soil sample consists of 10-20 subsamples taken from all
over your sample area at a depth of 6 inches for cultivated fields and 2 inches for
non-cultivated fields. After subsamples have been collected they should be combined
and mixed to make your primary sample that will be sent to the soil test lab.
2. Sending soil samples to testing lab. Samples should be mailed in with all
required paperwork properly filled out. Soil test kits can be obtained from most
county extension offices or you can click here to order soil test kits.
3. Results. Once you have received your results, it is important to add the recommended
amounts of fertilizer and lime.
Quick Tip: It’s important to follow all recommendations on a soil test. These
recommendations will amend your soil for optimal growing conditions. Lime is just as
important, if not more important, than fertilizer, because without it your crops can’t
efficiently use the fertilizer that you put out – wasting fertilizer, money and time.
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Quick Tip: Fertilizer is rated in different values, such as, 10-10-10, 13-13-13 or
20-20-20. These numbers represent a percentage of how many pounds of nitrogen,
phosphorus and potassium (N-P-K) are in each 50-pound bag. A 50-pound bag of
10-10-10 contains 5 pounds of N-P-K in each bag. If a 1-acre food plot requires
100 pounds of N-P-K then it would need 20 bags of a 10-10-10 fertilizer to be properly
amended. A bag of 13-13-13 has 6½ pounds of N-P-K in it and you would need about
15 bags to amend the soil. A bag of 20-20-20 has 10 pounds of each nutrient in it and
would only require 10 bags to correct the 1-acre food plot.

Measuring A Food Plot
It’s vital to know the size of each food plot. Size determines the amount of fertilizer
and seed that you’ll need annually. Soil test and seed rates are usually given in the
amount per acre. However, most of your plots won’t be in even acreage, so you need to
know the square footage in order to know how much fertilizer and seed each plot will
need. Below are the various ways that you can measure square, rectangle, circle and
odd-shaped food plots.
Quick Tip: 1 acre = 43,560 sq. ft.
If a plot measure 20,000 sq. ft. divide it by 43,560 (20/43.5 = .460 or roughly a ½ acre).
This plot would require half the amount of fertilizer and seed recommended for 1 acre.
A plot measuring 100,000 sq. ft. would equal roughly 2¼ acres (100/43.5 = 2.30).
Quick Tip: Use a range finder to measure food plot lengths and widths. Remember to
convert yards to feet (1 yard = 3 feet)
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Food Plot Math
Rectangle and Square: Width times length (W x L = sq. ft.)

(W x L = sq. ft.)

W

L

W

(W x L = sq. ft.)

L
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Triangle: Height times base divided by 2 (H x B = ___ /2 = sq. ft.)
Example: (50 x 100) = 5,000/2 = 2,500 sq. ft.

H
50’

B
100’

Circle: Radius times itself times 3.14 x (r x r) = sq. ft.
Example: 3.14 x (100 x 100 = 10,000) = 31,400 sq. ft.

r
100’
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Irregular Shaped Plots: Measure the length of A/B line. Next, divide plot into equal
sections and measure the length of each width line. Add all width lines together and
multiply the total by the length of the A/B line to get sq. ft.

(A/B = ____)
(C + D + E + F + G + H = ____) x A/B = sq. ft.
Example: A/B = 100
(20+ 25+15+22+18+15+23) = 138
138 x 100 = 13,800 sq.ft.
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Cool-Season Crops

Cool-season plants are the most commonly planted food-plot crop. Land managers
plant these in their fall/winter food plots in the late summer to early fall and they are
designed to attract deer into plots for hunting and to hold deer on a property. Many
cool-season crops are high in carbohydrates and provide deer and other wildlife with
the energy they need to stay warm and healthy through the winter months.
Cereal Grains:
Oats, cereal rye and winter wheat are the common cereal grains. These grasses are
highly attractive to deer, extremely palatable and provide a lot of energy to the animal. Cereal grains produce a lot of tonnage and can handle heavy browsing. They
remain in the palatable grass stage through the winter months but will eventually
grow tall, fibrous stems in the spring. At this point the plant becomes tough and less
palatable. When selecting oats, look for a forage oat that is more cold tolerant than
regular oats. These grains are best planted together in a mix.
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Leafy Greens:
These cool-season plants consist of brassicas, such as kale, annual rape and turnips.
They produce large green leaves during the fall and are high in protein. Deer will begin
feeding on these plants right away, but they especially hit brassica plots after a frost
because the mature leaves have converted more starches into sugar. Deer will also eat
the root bulbs of turnips. If planting in a mix with other annuals, use at 2 pounds per
acre so as not to overcrowd other plant species.
Clover:
There are many varieties of clover; some are cool season and some grow more into the
summer months. Clover is a legume that is high in protein and is highly digestible for
deer and turkey. Clover can be planted alone and with proper maintenance can last
almost year-round and only requires replanting every 4 to 5 years. Clover can also be
planted with cereal grains in fall plots, which will extend the life of the plot into the
early summer months. It will rapidly grow in the spring when temperatures begin to
warm. It’s also more desired by deer and turkey in the spring and early summer when
cereal grains become tough and fibrous. Be sure to get coated clover seeds so that it
fixes atmospheric nitrogen into your soil.
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Warm-Season Crops
Warm-season crops are typically planted in May and June when soil temps reach
65 degrees and chance of frost is zero. Most warm-season crops are grown as
nutritional plots with the intent of providing deer a high-protein diet during the
summer when bucks are growing antlers and does are developing and nursing fawns.
Beans:
These legumes consist of soybeans, iron clay peas, lab-lab and others. They are
extremely high in protein and should be planted in food plots that are several acres or
larger because deer will tend to over browse small plots. Soybeans and iron-clay peas
can be planted alone in plots and do well. Lab-lab is a vining bean and should be planted
in a mixture of grain sorghum or corn so that it can climb the corn and sorghum stalks.
Be sure to add an inoculant to your bean seeds just prior to planting so that they will
fix atmospheric nitrogen into the soil – cutting down on your future fertilizer cost.
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Corn:
Corn is a high-energy food that consists of carbohydrates and fats, which deer will
seek out in the fall and winter. While grown in the summertime, deer won’t begin to
feed on corn until it dries out on the stalk. Corn can be planted as a standing crop for
fall hunting or it can be grown as a screen for fall food plots or orchards where you plan
to hunt. A 10-yard-wide strip of corn can screen food plots from roadways and make
deer feel safe while feeding in the open plot.
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Grain Sorghum:
Grain sorghum looks just like corn when growing in the summer, but it typically only
reaches a height of 4 to 5 feet. Late in the summer the plant will grow a large seed
head on top. Once this seed head matures and dries, deer, turkey and other wildlife
will feed on it. Sorghum is a high-energy food consisting of carbohydrates and fats. It
makes an excellent standing crop by itself or can provide a structure for vining beans
to grow on. Sorghum can be used as a screen for food plots and deer will also bed in it.
Sorghum is more drought resistant than corn.
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Game
Cameras

Conduct A Trail Camera Survey
A trail camera survey is a scientific approach to estimating buck age structure, fawn
recruitment, deer density, etc. This is also an excellent time to determine which
bucks on your property meet the age requirements to be shooter bucks for the
upcoming season. Conduct surveys when antlers are fully grown, but before acorns
begin to drop. Below is a step-by-step approach that the Quality Deer Management
Association recommends for trail camera surveys.
Step 1: Using a topo or aerial map, section off your property into 100-acre blocks
and place a corn pile or Moultrie Feed Station or Bag Feeder (check state laws) – with
a numbered card that will show up in the pictures – as near the center of the section
as possible. If your property is more than 1,000 acres, you can increase block sizes to
160 acres.
Step 2: Bait each area for 10 to 14 days prior to your camera survey so deer begin
regularly feeding at each site.
Step 3: Cut down any limbs or saplings that will interfere with pictures. Place cameras
about 20 feet from bait site and turn on the first day bait is on the ground. Set the
camera delay to 5 minutes between images to cut down on excessive photos at a bait
site. Use these images to adjust the camera for the best photos possible, but don’t use
these images in your survey.
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Step 4: If deer are regularly feeding on the bait sites after 10 to 14 days, start your
survey. Make sure camera batteries are fresh and memory cards are cleared. Survey
should last for 14 days.
Step 5: Refresh bait sites as needed, but keep human intrusion into bait sites to a
minimum during the survey.
Step 6: At the end of the survey period, collect cameras or memory cards and count
the total number of bucks, does and fawns (all deer under 1 year old) in the photos
for each area. Next, count the number of unique bucks and calculate a ratio for unique
bucks to total bucks. Example: If you have 100 total buck images and only 10 unique
bucks, then your ratio is 1:10 (100/10 = 10 or 1:10).
Step 7: Multiply your buck ratio by your total doe and fawn numbers to come up
with unique doe and fawn calculations. Example: If you have 200 doe and fawn
images then multiply that by .10 (unique buck ratio) to get 20 unique does and fawns
(200 x .10 = 20). Apply a correction factor of 1.11 to each of your estimates to account
for deer that might not have been photographed (200 x .10 = 20 x 1.11 = 22.2).
These numbers will help you calculate buck-to-doe ratio and more. Check out
www.qdma.com for an easy-to-use calculator to figure up these numbers.

For more information on conducting a game camera survey,
please visit us at www.moultriefeeders.com
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All photos are of whitetail bucks of known ages.
These pictures will serve as a referral guide
to aging live whitetails. This book will allow
you to harvest and grow whitetails to their
fullest potential.
Good Hunting,
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Dan Moultrie

We would like to thank the good folks at the Quality Deer
Management Association for their help with this guide.
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For more information, please visit www.QDMA.com
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